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We introduce and study a C/(n) multiple series generalization of classical very 
well-poised basic hypergeometric series of one variable. Two new multiple series 
generalizations of the terminating &j5 summation theorem are derived. One of 
these extends to a U(n) generalization of the nonterminating b@5 summation 
theorem. Multiple series generalizations of the summation theorems of Kummer 
and Dixon appear as special cases. We obtain the corresponding theorems for 
ordinary series by taking the limit as q + 1 of all these results. ( 1987 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND INFORMATION, 
AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We introduce and study a U(n) multiple series generalization of classical 
very well-poised basic hypergeometric series of one variable [2, 3, 4, 7, 341. 
Two new multiple series generalizations of the terminating 6@5 summation 
theorem [2, 3,4, 7, 341 are derived. One of these extends to a U(n) 
generalization of the nonterminating @ summation 
generalizations60;the 
theorem 
[2, 3,4, 7, 341. Multiple series summation theorems 
of Kummer [7, 343 and Dixon [7, 343 appear as special cases. We obtain 
the corresponding theorems for ordinary series [2, 3,4, 7, 341 by taking 
the limit as q + 1 of all these results. Our work here is a sequel to that in 
[27-311. 
We first recall the basic hypergeometric series in 
DEFINITION 1.1 (Classical basic hypergeometric series). We let 
,@,, [u&) 1 x] denote the basic hypergeometric series 
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where 
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(A),=(A;q),=(l -A)(1 -Aq)...(l -Aq’m’), (1.2b) 
IX < 1, 141 < 1, and P,#q-‘, (1.2c) 
for any nonnegative integer 1. The a and sl, are numerator parameters and 
the /?; are denominator parameters. The series in (1.2a) terminates if any 
numerator parameter equals qPN, with N a nonnegative integer. 
The basic hypergeometric series in (1.2a) is well-poised provided that 
m=n+ I and aq=c(,jS, = ... =a,lm. (1.3a) 
The series in (1.2a) is very well-poised if, in addition to (1.3a), we have 
a1 =4 ,/;I? x2= -qj;> /I, = &, and p2 = -&. (1.3b) 
For very well-poised series it is useful to note that 
(9 ,:;;,A -4 &L = (1 - aq2’) 
(&,A -J& (1 -a) 
(1.4) 
The basic hypergeometric functions in (1.2a) have many significant 
applications in several areas of pure and applied mathematics including the 
theory of partitions, combinatorial identities, number theory, finite vector 
spaces, Lie theory, mathematical physics, and statistics. Extensive referen- 
ces to and accounts of the general theory and applications of basic 
hypergeometric functions can be found in books by Andrews [4], Slater 
[34], Bailey [7], and in the papers of Andrews [2,3], and Hahn [15, 163. 
The terminating 6@5 summation theorem 17, 341 is given by 
THEOREM 1.5. 
6@5 
a,q&, -q&,b,c,qp” aq’+“’ 
&, -,,I%, aq/b, aqjc, aq’ +m bc I I 
(1.6a) 
(1.6b) 
where each side of (1.6) is determined by (1.2a) and (1.2b), respectively. Note 
that the series in (1.6) is very well-poised. 
Theorem 1.5 is a very important result in the general theory of basic 
hypergeometric functions. A simple analytic continuation argument [26] 
leads from Theorem 1.5 to the non terminating 6@5 summation theorem 
[7, 343 given by 
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THEOREM 1.7. 
a,q&, -q,:;I,b,c.d 
&, -&, aqlb, aqlc, aqld 2 I 1 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
brherr 
(A), = lim (A),,= fi (1 -Aq’). (1.9) 
II - I r=O 
The q-analog of Kummer’s theorem [ 1,9, 121 can be obtained as a 
special case of Theorem 1.7. Theorem 1.7 has many other uses as well. In 
[6] Askey and Ismail apply clever analytical continuation techniques to 
Theorem 1.7 to obtain an elegant elementary proof of Bailey’s [S] fun- 
damental 6$6 summation theorem for bilateral basic hypergeometric series. 
Andrews [2, Sect. 31 deduces many important diverse results in number 
theory from the 6$6 summation theorem. Other q-series identities that 
follow from the blc/6 summation are given by Slater [33]. Starting with 
Andrews’ 13, Sect. 21 multiple series generalization of both Theorem 1.5 
and Watson’s [35] q-analog of Whipple’s theorem, and utilizing Askey and 
Ismail’s analytical techniques from [6] a multiple series generalization of 
the ,$6 summation theorem is derived in [26]. These applications illustrate 
the far-reaching consequences of both Theorems 1.5 and 1.7. 
To obtain a new multiple series generalization of Theorem 1.7 we first 
introduce the basic hypergeometric series very well-poised in U(n) which 
are determined by 
DEFINITION 1.10 (Basic hypergeometric series very well-poised in U(n)). 
We define 
(A,,) (a,,,; k) 
[H]“” 
(AiJc) (ca,,,; k) (cb,,;), (b,,,), (cb,,i;j) 
[ 
P1 ~ I 
x (cl,,.,+ ... +.v,m,” n ((4AinYCL -’ ( ,=I ) II 
(1.11) 
(1.12a) 
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x 
[ 
cm= IrI;= II (%),.,)  cm=,, +I (rlih,,,),,, + + I’,, I 1 
cm= I (d~,~l)(,.,+ ..  + I’,, ))‘(rI~,,,+ 1 rI;l= I’ (M,,) 1 (1.12c) 
(/+k)(u+ f,‘, I). Y[ tI(l,+. + I’ll I) I/ /‘)( 
1+ci,+ 2 +I!, I’)] 
(1.12d) 
(1.12e) 
(1.12f) 
to be wry well-poised in U(n) if Iql < I, (A), is given by (1.2b), (h,,),.,#O, 
A,,#l,n32,and 
j>n, (1.13a) 
AdAi, = A,,, for .s < r, (1.13b) 
a,,la,, = Al, for i<s, (1.13c) 
hwlh,,. = A,, for i<s, (1.13d) 
h,i = 4 I <i<rz. (1.13e) 
We will call c and the a’s numerator parameters and the h’s denominator 
parameters. 
It follows from ( l.l3d)--( I. 13e) that 
q.Ar, if r < ,s, (1.14a) 
h 1.1 = q/A sr if s < r, (1.14b) 
4 if r=s (1.14c) 
provided that 1 Gr, s<n. 
We will sometimes denote the series in ( 1.11) by the notation 
CW’“‘C(A 1 I (aI> c I (h) I (z)l. (1.15) 
In Section 7 we study the limiting case as q -+ I of the multiple series in 
(1.12). 
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The very well-poised ,@,, series corresponds to a well-poised m-2 @,- 2 
series in the same way that [H]‘“‘[(A) ( (a), c / (b) 1 (z)] is related to the 
n -+ (n - 1) case of the multiple series 
[IFI’“’ (a) I (h) I (z)) (1.16) 
given by 
DEFINITION 1.17 (Basic Hypc~geometric series in U(n).) 
[F]‘” 
a,, ..’ alk h II .'. 
. . 
,,, AZ,, ... A ,,-,,,) “” ‘.. “lk 
bl, 
(1.18a) 
z c (l_q)ll~k)(,‘l+“-+l’n). n (l-A,,.q!,- V/)/(1-A,) 
I,.. .I,,30 I<l</<?l > 
(1.18b) 
x (ii ii (a,),,). (fi, i’, (h,),~,) I . (.i_l, ?), (1.18c) 
,=I /=I 
where the arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the conditions in (1.13). We will 
call the a’s numerator parameters and the h’s denominator parameters. 
When comparing (1 .I 5) to ( 1.16) it is useful to view (1.16) as simply a 
multivariable generalization of the classical (general) basic hypergeometric 
series in (1.2). 
The [F]‘” series were first introduced in [29]. Recently, in [31], we 
used properties of the [F]“” series to derive a U(n) multiple series 
refinement of the q-binomial theorem [4, 7, 341. This result then enabled 
us to generalize Cauchy’s [ 1 I] elegant proof of Jacobi’s triple product 
identity [4, 7, 21, 343 and give a direct, elementary proof of the Macdonald 
identities [ 13, 22-24, 361 for Aj”. Finally, in [32] we extended Ismail’s 
proof from [20] to derive a ,U(n) generalization of Ramanumjan’s ,+I 
summation directly from our U(n) q-binomial theorem. As a consequence, 
we also obtained a new generalization of the Macdonald identities for AI’). 
The limiting case as q -+ 1 of [&‘I’“’ was first studied by Holman in [ 171. 
There, he gave U(n) generalizations of the classical summation theorems of 
Gauss and Pfaff-Saalschutz for ordinary hypergeometric series. 
At this point we observe that the [F]“” series can be written as 
[rl”“((A)liu)i(h)l(li)=,~~“~. C~ll::‘((A)I(a)l(b)l(z)), (1.19) 
1>1 
where IV]!;) is determined by 
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DEFINITION 1.20 (Basic hypergeometric series well-poised in SC:(rr ). ) 
A’,, ... A,, 1.)) 
3(1-q) (I k- UC(~),,~ 1 
.I’, + 
+, =,,, n (1 -A,,.q” “):(1-A,,)) 
n i I <iC/<,, I,20 
(1.2lb) 
We define 
’ (,ii, z,j (1.21c) 
to be well-poised in SU(n) if n? is a nonnegative integer, (rjl < 1, (A), is 
given by (1.2b), (h,,),.,#O, A,,#l, n32, and the arrays (A), (cI), and (h) 
satisfy the conditions in (1.13). The a’s are numerator parameters and the 
h’s denominator parameters. 
The [WI!,;’ series were first studied in [29]. The limiting case as q -+ 1 of 
[ W]f was introduced in [ 181 and developed further in [ 14, 17, 27-3 I 1. 
Our definition of [H]‘“’ m (1.1 1 )-( 1.13) is motivated by the useful iden- 
tity given by 
LEMMA 1.22. Let m be u nonnegative integer und 
(‘ = q “1. 
We then have the identity 
(A,,) 
[H]‘“’ 
(q”‘A in) 
(1.23) 
(a,,;k) lb,.,; n - 11, (f’h,,,). (h,,:j) 
(1.24) 
!q-“‘a,,,; k) (q-‘n.h,r,), (b,,,,), (q-‘“h,,,;j) 
= 
Kn 
(qm”‘.un,)nl 
I== I 
~((-1)“‘~ “.z,,))“‘.(l -q)“+’ ““‘.(AI,,AZ,;-.A,,~ 1,,1) “I 
(1.25a) 
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[ 
(A,,) (a,s;k) (br.,;n- 112 (4”~,,), (br.,d) ZI 
x [WI;’ 
(q”A,,) :I 
. 2 
(q-“an;; k) (9 -m. b,,i)> (h,,L (Cnb,,,;j) z,, 
(1.25b) 
where [HI’“’ and [WI:’ are defined by ( 1.12) and ( 1.2 1 ), respectively. 
The n = 2 case of Lemma 1.22 is Lemma 5.5 of [29]. The limiting case as 
q -+ 1 of Lemma 5.5 of [29] was first proven in [ 181. We prove Lemma 
1.22 in Section 3. 
Lemma 1.22 allows us to translate known summation theorems for 
[ WI!,‘;’ into new summation theorems for the [I%]‘“) series. 
For example, in [30] a general q-difference equation for [WI:’ was 
used to obtain 
THEOREM 1.26 (SU(n) generalization of the terminating 6@5 summation 
theorem). Let [ W]!i)((A) ( (a)) (h) ( (z)) he determined hy D@zition 1.20. 
Then 
Qll “’ a,.,, I 01, .” bl.,,,l 
. . 
A,,, A2,, . . . A,, l,,, af71 “’ a”,t1- I 
h ,,I ‘.. 
=C1 -4)“” ‘hl (hi.u+llai,)nz fi (h,.,2+l)wr 
( 
‘. 
i= I I( ,=I 1 
(1.27a) 
(1.27b) 
provided that, corresponding to the (J I ,..., y,,) term in (1.21) we take 
-- ‘I - qr(’ I)- (.l,+l+ (1.28) 
for 1 6 i < n. That is, we replace 
(1.29) 
(1.30a) 
x4 
[-rz(y ,,...,. vn)+(>Z+21,+ .. +t,t- l,.v,,I (1.30b) 
with e2(, y,, ) the second elementary symmetric function of yl ,..., y,. 
In Section 4 we combine Lemma 1.22 and Theorem 1.26 to derive 
THEOREM 1.3 1 (First U(n) generalization of’ the terminating 6@5 sum- 
mution theorem). Let m he CI nonnegatiw integer and c = q m. We then hare 
I!, 
’ (Y~,,,),~, (h,I + II&L 
F (q~,,,!u,,),,,;h,.,,+ I ) ?I I 
(1.32) 
x 
K 
‘i~‘(l_;l,,~.,/r~.+~~~+~.+~, 1)~)/(1-~,) 
)I 
(1.33b) 
,= I 
x (4 “,)(J, + ‘ii (Y’ +‘N A,,,),; 
)--‘I 
(1.33c) 
r=l 
X 
L( 
l-J (I -A.;q”---‘t)/(l -A,,) 
I<r<iS,i I )i 
X 
Ii 
n ((qA,.,),;(qlA,,),,) -I 
Isr<.,<,, I ! 
(1.33g 
(1.33h 
ktthere e2(, y,, ) is the second elementary symmetric,function of y, ,..., y, ~, and 
the arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the conditions in (1.13). 
Remark 1.34. The n = 2 case of Theorem 1.3 1 is Theorem 1.5. Applying 
Theorem 1.5 to each factor in (1.32) it is not hard to see that (1.32) is the 
product of (n - 1) terminating very well-poised 6@5 series. That is, the 
product side of (1.32))( 1.33) is the product of (n - 1) “one-dimensional” 
products from ( 1.6b). 
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Remark 1.35. The multiple series (1.33) is the k = n - 1,j = n + 1 special 
case of (1.12) in which (1.28) holds. That is, (l.l2a)-(1.12c) becomes 
(1.33a))(1.33g), and (l.l2d)-(1.12f) is written as in (1.33h)-(1.33i). 
In Section 4 we study the limiting case as m + cc of Theorem 1.31 and 
obtain a U(n) generalization of the nonterminating 5@4 summation 
theorem (see Theorem 4.10). 
Theorem 1.26 is not the only [ W]:) generalization of Theorem 1.5. In 
[ 3 1 ] we used q-difference equation arguments and the theory of symmetric 
functions to deduce 
THEOREM 1.36. Let [W]!“((A)I(a)l(b)l(z) ) be defined by Definition 
1.20. We then have 
i 
Al2 
[w];y) A.13 A.23 
. . . 
A,,, As,, ‘.. A,,-,.,, 
alI ... aI,, b II ‘.. b I?, 
a iTi ... arl,, 
1 
4 
4 I 
II- I 
( 1.37a) 
(1.37b) =talla22~~.a,,,,Ll 
(1-q)“’ ’ 
vrlhere (A), is defined by (1.2b). 
In [3 I] we utilized ( 1.19) Theorem 1.36, and the classical q-binomial 
theorem [4, 7, 341 to obtain our U(n) multiple series refinement of the 
q-binomial theorem. 
In Section 5 we combine Lemma 1.22 and Theorem 1.36 to prove 
THEOREM 1.38 (Second U(n) generalization of the terminating 6@5 sum- 
mation theorem). Let m be a nonnegative integer and c = qp”I. We then have 
i 
(dull -%r)-‘L,, 
(d%,, 1 ’ ),>, 
“ff 
( 
(d=,/~,,))n, 
, = , tqt=i/=,zv~,!L, 11 
(1.39) 
= iK 
,1 I 
n (zJ=,,h r, + 
,‘,...., I’,,~ , a0 ,=I 
l( 
I, I 
x n (1 - (ZJz,,).qr-‘,‘+(“l+ ” +“+I)‘)/(, - (ZJZ,,)) 
,=I >I 
"[(q "')(,.,+ ..+v,,-,)(';Ij tY'+mt','.))jl] 
( 1.40a) 
(1.40b) 
(1.4Oc) 
X n (1 - (z,/z,,) . qxr -“s)/( 1 - (ZJZ,)) 
>I 
(1.40d) 
I<r<YG,z-l 
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X [(i_i’ (o,z,,w;,?)),.,) ((da,,,,), \‘/ + -+I,, II 1 ‘J> ( 1.40h) 
xP"'+ ... + 
\,,-,)+(1,+21~?+~ + oi IlO, lb1 ( 1.4Oj ) 
M~here {z, )...) Z,? ) are indeterminants such thut 
A,, = (z,./z,) f 1 <r<.sdn, (1.41) 
and the corresponding arruys (A), (u), and (h) sati~fj~ the conditions in 
(1.13). 
Remark 1.42. The II = 2 case of Theorem 1.38 is the classical (ter- 
minating) 6@5 summation theorem in (1.6) with 
a-+(z,/z2)=A12, (1.43a) 
h+u,,, (1.43b) 
c-+azz(z,/z2)=a,,, (1.43c) 
and 
a/(hc) = l/(a,, u??). (1.43d) 
Just as with Theorem 1.31 we let m -+ x in Theorem 1.38 and derive in 
Section 5 (see Theorem 5.9) a second U(n) generalization of the nonter- 
minating 5@4 summation theorem. 
The main advantage of Theorem 1.38 over Theorem 1.31 is that an 
analytic continuation argument similar to the one that leads from (1.6) to 
(1.8) also applies to Theorem 1.38 to yield 
THEOREM 1.44 (U(n) generalization oj‘ the nonterminating 6@5 summation 
theorem.) Let 
O<ld<l ( 1.45a ) 
and 
l9/(aI, Q22.. a,,,,c)l < 1 (1.45b) 
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Then 
i( 
MaI I . ..a.,,)- ‘),(da,,,c)F’), 
(q(a,,)m’)m(4(all ...annc)F’L ) 
x nfj’ ((4z;)l(z,)),((4Z;)l(CZ,~ail)), 
( ,=, ((qzi)/(z,,a,;)),((4z,)/(CZ,~)), >) 
Tz 
c 
./ ,,...,. L; I LO 
{[(‘ii’ (Z,/Ztl)(,.,+. ~+.~nd)QI~ (vh,)-‘1 
/=I 
x 
I( 
II ~ I 
n (1 _ (z,/z,,). qc?!+ (?,I + ..’ +>.-I)l)/( 1 - (z,/z,,)) 
,=I )I 
[ ( 
II 1 -' x (cl,,.,. "+!,.I)' ,v,m,)/(%))~., > 1 
X Li n (1 - (ZJZ.,). ql“- ",I/(1 - =,/z,)) I<r<.,C,I-I >I 
X I( , <r<y<,,p, ((4zr)/(-‘,)),.,((4z.,)/(-‘,))?., ’ i I . . 
X [(, JJ<,+, (((a.,.s~.)/(;.,)),~,. ((a~~~.,)/(I~)),.~)j] 
x[(l!’ (iIv,).(ij: (q~,,(;.,ai.)),.,,...+..,,j~‘] 
[( 
li- ix fl ((a,,,,,-i +,‘,,+,,)-’ ,=I Ii 
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(1.46a) 
(1.46b) 
(1.47a) 
(1.47b) 
(1.47c) 
(1.47d) 
(1.47e) 
(1.47f) 
(1 4%) 
(1.47h) 
x ((a,,a,,-..a,,,,c) 
(I,,+ ‘-fl,,,-l). 
4 
ti,+z12+ +01-1)1’,, 1) }, (1.47i) 
where {z, ,..., zrr } are indeterminants such that (1.41) holds, the corresponding 
arrays (A), (a), and (h) satis/y the conditions in (1.13), and we have 
(zr/z,) f  9” lj” lbr<s<n-1, (1.48a) 
(z,/z,,) z 1 (f 1 <i<n- 1, ( 1.48b) 
(qz,)l(cz,~) + q- p, p>,O and 1 di<n-1, (1.48~) 
(qz,)/(z,,a,,)#q “, ~30, and 1 <i<n- 1, (1.48d) 
(alI . . . a,,,, c ) f q”, Pa 1, (1.48e) 
(a,, ...aRtlc)fO, ( 1.48f) 
arlrl f 4 pT P> 1, (1.4%) 
with p E Z restricted as shown. 
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Rrmurk 1.49. The n = 2 case of Theorem 1.44 is the classical h@5 sum- 
mation theorem in (1.8) with 
u+ (z,/‘z2)= A,,, (1.50a) 
h+a,,, (1SOb) 
c~uzn(z,/r~)=u,~, (ISOC) 
Ii + c, ( I sod ) 
and 
a 1 
-= 
hcd (a,,a,,c) . 
(1SOe) 
Remark 1.5 1. The multiple series ( 1.47) is obtained from (1.12) by first 
setting 
k=j=n, (1.52) 
-= I~- I -, Y 1 1 <i<n, ((1.53) 
and then replacing A,,, by 
A,, = (:A,) for 1 br-csbn (1.54) 
That is, (1.12a)-(1.12~) becomes (1.47a)-(1.47h), and (l.l2d)-(1.12f) is 
written as in (1.47i). 
Theorem 1.44 is probably the deepest result of this paper. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: 
The convergence of the [HI’“’ series is determined in Section 2. In 
Remark 5.14 we list the specializations of Theorems 1.44, 4.10, and 5.9 
which correspond to natural q-analogs of Kummer’s and Dixon’s sum- 
mation theorems. A general q-difference equation for [I?]“” is deduced 
from the corresponding q-difference equation for [ W]p’ in Section 6. 
Finally, in Section 7 we study the limiting case as q + 1 of the main results 
in Sections l-6 of this paper. 
2. THE CONVERGENCE OF [H] (“’ 
In this section we determine the convergence of [HI”” from the ratio 
test for multiple power series [ 19, 251 and the identity given by 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let [HI’” he defined by Definition 1.10. We then haue (b,,; n- l),(bi,,lc), (b,,;j)~1 
[HI’“’ 
= c 40) fl XI”-““-” 1 [H](y ,,..., y+,) 
where E(O) is the sign qf the permutation O, 
and 
A,,,=(x,/x,,) for 1 dr<sdn- 1, 
,<,f,!,, (1 -(-~rl-~s).4.“-“‘) . CW(YI~...>.Y,,-,) 
. , I > 
equal.7 the product of factors in ( l.l2a)-( 1.12f). 
(2.2) 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(2.3~) 
Proof: By the product formula for a Vandermonde determinant applied 
to 
(2.4) 
and some algebra, it is not hard to see that 
n (1 - (x,/x.,). Y” “\I (2Sa) 
I<r<\sir I 
{ 
,I- I ,,- I 
= 1 E(o) n q7 ‘(rl-r). n q’“-““b”“’ . (2Sb) 
rJ t .‘/‘” , r=l r= I 
Substituting (2.5) into ( l.l2a))( l.l2f), interchanging summation, and 
simplifying yields (2.2)- (2.3). Q.E.D. 
Applying the ratio test for multiple power series to the inner multiple 
sum in (2.3) now yields 
LEMMA 2.6. Let [H]‘“’ be defined by Definition 1.10. Assume that the 
arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the condition in (1.13) and (2.3b), that each 
term in ( 1.12) is well-defined, and 
0 < 141 < 1. (2.7) 
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Thw, the multiple srrit~s [ H] (I” is ahsolutrl!~ conwrgcnt ,ftir 
(i) all (- 1 - I >-.,, -,, , - ’ if‘ k > j3 
(ii) onlyz,= ‘.. =I,, ,=O, if’k<j. 
und 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
(iii) I=,/--,I ./(h,,,,,+,~h,,,,,+2...h,,.,)q”~+’ “!(c)(a,,,a,,Z...a,,k) 
x (A,,,A,,;..A,, ,.,,)I < 1, 
fk=j and 1 <r<n-1. (2.k) 
Clearly, (f [HI’“’ terminates it is absolutely convergent for all {z, ,..., zrT ). 
Proqj: We apply the multiple power series ratio test to 
c [H](y ,,..., y,, ,).“~‘q’~~“r’~““. (2.9) 
I /. b ,I I > 0 r= I 
To this end. let 
V,(J, I,..., .)‘,, ,)= Iq’,+ y’ 
Cffl(~,,.-trr- 1, 1 +.Y~,Y~+,,...,Y,,-,) 
Cw(r,Y~.Y,, 1) . 
From (1.12), (2.3), (2.7), and (2.10) it is not difficult to see that 
lim V,(E~S, ,..., EY,, , ) 
t-x 
is given by (2.8) if y, ,..., ?‘,I , > 0. Just observe that 
(A),+, ----=(l -Aq“), 
(A ),, 
lim (1 - A(q’)-“) = 1, 
,. * x 
( 1 - Aq” (4’)“) = l 
,.‘i: (1 - A(q”)-“) ’ 
(2.12c) 
and 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12a) 
(2.12b) 
(2.12d) 
Q.E.D. 
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The relations in (1.13) and the 
k=j=n and z,=qrp’, 16rGn (2.13) 
case of (2.8~) immediately gives the convergence condition (1.45b) in 
Theorem 1.44. 
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 1.22 
Just as in [29] we prove Lemma 1.22 by elementary series 
manipulations. To this end, we show that the [ W’]:) series in (1.25b) 
equals [H] (‘I) . m (1.24) divided by the products in (1.25a). 
From Definition 1.20 it follows that (1.25b) equals 
X c (1 -A,,-q”‘--“‘Ml -A,,) 
I’, + + l’,g . , s HI ( 
,<,<-I,, 
, , I j 
.I’, 2 0 
( 
n-- I 
x n (l_A,,,.qC.ll+(~l+"'+~li "l)/(1-q"'.‘4,) 
1 i= I 
x{(lfl,‘/y1_1: h!)~.,j(fi (4-“z’%) ,,,1 4,,+“‘+;ndj} 
,=l 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
(3.lc) 
x (‘;g (;jlWj> (3.le) 
after replacing y,, by (m - (y, + . . + y,, ~, )). 
After some routine simplification it is not difficult to see that 
(q-“‘. A) cm-(.v,+ “’ +.v,,-,)) (3.2a) 
={(_,)(.~,+---+I,,~,).(,) (.!‘I+-- +bdq(‘+““+2 +““-“‘) (3.2,,) 
x {((q-m.A),)l(qlA)(.~i+ +.,+,)I~ (3.2~) 
From (1.14) we have 
bn, = q/A itI if 1 < i<n, (3.3a) 
b,,, = qA ,t, if 1 <i<n, (3.3b) 
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and 
h,,,, = Y, (3.3c) 
Combining (1.13b), (1.14), (3.2) and (3.3) yields 
(Y ‘)I . kJ,,! ,I, + + I,, ,I, (3.4a) 
= ((-1) -Ill+. +‘“~“.(4/~,,,)““+ +I,#-l).q (‘+‘Q+2 +‘n “)) (3.4b) 
(3.4c) 
for I <i<n. 
Making use of (3.3~) and the A = q”“+ ‘) case of (3.2) we find that 
ULL- ( I, + -+I,, Ill (3.5a) 
= ((-1) (IIf fl,, “.(q)‘“+ +\,, “.q (‘f”‘fZ +“n I’)} (3.5b) 
x i d”’ ’ ’ + +‘“-“.((4 “‘)(l.,, ,,.,-,,VkLij. 
Just as in (5.15) of [29] it is not hard to see that 
C(l - 4”. A;,,) (4’ .- ‘p’/A,,lL1l I 
(3.5c) 
(3.6a) 
={(-1)~“‘$4,,,)“‘~q(‘;‘)}~[(1-&)(qA,),]~’, (3.6b) 
for 1 <i<n. 
It is immediate from (1.14) that 
II I li I 
’ n n (hl,),., 
> 
(3.7a) 
,=I ,=I 
= ,<,,I,!,, ((qA,.,),;(qlA,,),~) 
. , I 
)‘(:il,‘(41.) ‘}T (3.7b) 
and 
(3.8a) 
?I I 
= n (q~‘+“A,,)>., -l, 
( ,=I > 
(3.8b) 
Finally, by means of (3.2)-(3.8) and a long elementary simplification it 
follows that (3.1) can be written as ( 1.24) divided by the products in 
( 1.25a). Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.9. The conditions in (1.13)-( 1.14) remain valid when we 
make the substitutions 
A in -+ qm . A in for l<i<n, (3.10a) 
a,,; + q ~-m . a,,; for ldi<k, (3.10b) 
hi,, + qm . b,,, for ldi<n, (3.1Oc) 
b,,i -+ q -m . hi for 1 di#n<j, (3.10d) 
and leave all the other parameters (A), (a), and (b) alone. This fact is 
crucial in Sections 4 and 5 where Lemma 1.22 is combined with known 
summation theorems for [IV]:’ series. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.31 
To prove Theorem 1.3 1 we apply the (3.10) case of Theorem 1.26 to the 
k = n - 1, ,j = n + 1 special case of Lemma 1.22. 
Keeping in mind 
Al,,=b,,,,+,lb,,~,,,~ and A, = aiila,,i (4.1) 
it is clear that replacing c, k, and j by qem, (n - 1 ), and (n + 1 ), respec- 
tively, in (1.12at(l.l2c) gives (1.33a)-(1.33g). 
Now, the special case of (1.28) corresponding to (3.10) and 
)),,=(I?-(y, + ... + y,, ~ ,)) can be written as 
(4.2a) 
and 
z--qC(i-l)+(~~+ ... +!,)I. 
I (4.2b) 
for 1 6 i < n. Using the values of z, and z, in (4.2) we have 
,1 I 
,v, (z,/z,,Y 
> 
[(“1+2y2+ .” +cn- I).b&,)-n(w+ “’ +.v”-i)l = 19 -’ 
Xql(?.:+ .. +ri,m,,+‘2(1. I..... !,-I)1 
) (4.3a) 
n-l 
(b,,,,+,)-hf”’ +rn-I). ,v, (b,n+ 1)” 3 (4.3b) 
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where ez()‘, ,..., J,, ,) is the second elementary symmetric function of 
J-, ,..., J’,, , The c = q ‘~‘,k=(n-l),and,j=(n+l)caseof(1.l2d)~(1.12e) 
can be simplified to 
fq [ M 1 I + -f I?, ,)+cw lHt,+ +I,, i)Ixqi Iti+. +I; 11 ~~~~(~l...l~~r~lII) 
(4.4a 
(h,,,,,+,)(“+ “,I 1). 
i 
‘h’ (a,,) 
(/‘I + .. + L’,,+,, (4.4b 
,=I 
Thus by (4.2)-(4.4) we find that (l.l2d))( 1.12f) becomes (1.33h)-( 1.33i). At 
this point we have obtained the multiple sum in (1.33). 
To obtain the products in (1.32) we first note that the (3.10) case of 
(1.27b) is 
((1 -q)q’;JJ; (h,.,,+,_u,l).,)(:lj (L.J..!) ‘1 (4.5a) 
x (9 “’ h,L,Z +I I,,, ’ (4Sb) 
Next, by (4.1), the k =n - 1 andj= (n + 1) case of (1.25a) in which (4.2a) 
holds becomes 
It is not hard to see that 
((q~‘~‘.a,,,),~‘.(a,,,)“‘.(- 
= (da,,,),, ’ 
= (9-4 ,,,la,,)i ’ 
(4.6a) 
(- 1) “‘.q (’ +“‘) (4.6b) 
(4.7a) 
(4.7b) 
(4.7c) 
Finally, combining (1.25) and (4.5))(4.7) yields the products in (1.32). 
Q.E.D. 
Observing that 
((9-m)(l, + +~n~,,).qm(.rl+ .+rr, I) (4.8a) 
( 1” + + I’,, , ) I 
rI (4” - 4’1, (4.8b) 
i=o 
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and 
lim 
M+m 
O’+“‘fyl (q~~qi)).(nlj’ (ql+m.A;n)y,j-’ (4.9a) 
,=O ,=l 
=(_1)(.Vl+---+i.n~,).q(.P’+“2+.l’n-’) (4.9b) 
=(_l)(~l+‘--+.~n~I).q [((‘z’)+ ... +(~“~I))+eZ(,.,,...,.I.,~l)] > (4.9c) 
an appeal to Tannery’s Theorem [IO] for sums (and products) implies that 
letting m + co in (1.32), (1.33) leads to 
THEOREM 4.10 (First U(n) generalization qf the nonterminating $D4 sum- 
mation theorem). Let 
0 < 141 < 1. (4.11) 
Then, 
"--I (4A,,,),' (hi,,,+ I/aiilac 
n[ ,= 1 (4A,,,laii),(hi,,,+ ,]a 1 
= c , ,/_, ( ,, _, >. ii( 
,1  rI MJ(v,+ ” +Y”-l,> .@I;(v)LJ 1 
i= I 
] 
x 
[( 
It- 1 
n (1 -&.qc-ll+(.l.l+ ... +.dl)/(1 -A;,) 
i=, )I 
(4.12) 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
(4.13c) 
(4.13d) 
x[(‘yj (d?,)(‘;Ij 
x (4A *n/b 1 
[ 
l,n+ I (y, + .. 
-1 
(qAinla,i)tl.,+ ... +.v.~ml) > 1 (4.13e) 
(4.13f) 
x [(-1)(.~~1+“~+1.,-Il.q~(vz+2.~,+ .. +(,1-2)ynm,)+((.;)+ +(‘y))], , 
I 
(4.13h) 
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where the urrul’.s (A ), (u), and (h) sutisf~~ the condition.s in ( 1.13 ). und euch 
term in (4.13) is bvell-defined. 
Proof: Clearly, from (4.11) the infinite products in (4.12) are absolutely 
convergent. Setting A,.,$ = (x,./x,,), for 1 <r < .Y < n - 1, as in (2.3b), utilizing 
(2.5) and an identity analogous to Lemma 2.1, and making use of (2.1 1 ), 
(2.12) a calculation similar to that in Section 2 involving the ratio test for 
multiple power series reduces the absolute convergence of (4.13) to the 
condition 0 < Iql < 1 in (4.11). Just observe that (4.11) implies 
=o< 1, 
for 1 6 id n - 1 and v, > 0. Thus by Tannery’s 
Thorem 4.10. 
1 q’” ‘l1)- II 
(4.14) 
theorem [lo] we have 
Q.E.D. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.38 
Here, we prove Theorem 1.38 by applying the (3.10) case of Theorem 
1.36 to Lemma 1.22 in which 
k =,j = n, 
- xq’--‘, -I l<i<n, 
and then 
A,, = t-r/=,), for I <r<s<n. 
Making use of (1.13), (4.1), and (5.3) we have 
x [(ii' (U,Jb,,) . ( yi (dz;lz,Jhi)( r, + " + vn ,J -'I 
i= I i= I 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5a) 
(55b) 
(5.5c) 
It is now not hard to see that the c=q-” and (5.1))(5.3) case of (1.12) 
yields the multiple sum in (1.40). 
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To obtain the products in (1.39) we first observe that the (3.10) case of 
(1.37b) is 
(ill%...%. 4--mM(l -4)“, (5.6) 
and that the product of (5.6) and the (5.1))(5.2) special case of (1.25a) is 
By (4.7) and (5.3) it follows that (5.7) equals the products in (1.39). Q.E.D. 
We next deduce Theorem 1.44 from Theorem 1.38. By Lemma 2.6, 
Remark 1.51, and (1.45), it is immediate that the multiple sum (1.47) is an 
analytic function of z = (l/c) in a disk of positive radius about the origin. 
Clearly,this same condition holds for the infinite products in (1.46). 
Making use of Theorem 1.38 and 
(~L=(~),I(‘w”)%~ (5.8) 
it is not hard to see that these two analytic functions agree when z = q”‘, 
m = 0, 1 , 2 ,.... Thus, they must be identically equal since 0 is an interior 
point of the domain of analyticity. The identity in (1.46) (1.47) follows. 
Q.E.D. 
A similar analytical method has been applied to other multiple q-series in 
[6, 20, 26, 321. 
Keeping in mind (4.8)-(4.9) and applying an argument analogous to the 
proof of Theorem 4.10, we find that letting m + cc in (1.39)--( 1.40) yields 
THEOREM 5.9. (Second U(n) generalization of the nonterminating s@4 
summation theorem). Let 
Then, 
0 < 141 < 1. (5.10) 
(5.11) (da,, -,,,P), 
(d%?) -‘L . ,!, (4(z,lz,t)h), ( 
n ’ (q(z;lz,)), 
> 
‘I 
I
II ~ 1 
= 
= {K 
n (ZJZn)(,.,+ “’ +.v,,-,) ).@I; bq’] 
I’,,.... y”-, > 0 i= I 
K 
,,- I 
x n (1 - (z,/z,,).q[I‘I+“‘I+ ... +-“nm”‘)/(l - (ZJZ,,)) 
,=, 
(5.12a) 
(5.12b) 
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X 
I( 
n ((q(r,l~,)),,(qi-,I=,.)),,) ‘- 
IGrc,<,l I > I 
(5.12d) 
(5.12e) 
(5.12f) 
(5-m) 
x (-,)“~I’” +l’r,~lb. 
!  
(512h) 
x4 [t1,+21z+ 
+ (n Ul,, I’+((;‘)+ + ( “,I*~ ’ ) ) +e?(v,,..,).n ,,I 
I7 
(512i) 
where { -‘, ,...) Z,? } are indeterminants such that ( 1.41) holds, the corresponding 
arrays (A), (a), and (h) satisfy the conditions in (1.13), and each term in 
(5.12) is well-defned. 
Remark 5.13. In view of the n = 2 case of Lemma 1.22, Theorems 1.26 
and 1.36, and Theorems 1.31 and 1.38 are probably not the only natural 
SU(n), respectively U(n), generalizations of the terminating 6@5 summation 
theorem. It is possible that analogs of these theorems exist for [IV]:‘, 
respectively, [HI’“‘, series in the case where k = n - 2 and j = n + 2. The 
power series variables would likely assume values similar to those in (1.28). 
These possible summation theorems will be investigated elsewhere. 
Remark 5.14. Theorems 4.10 and 5.9 provide a natural U(n) 
generalization of a q-analog of Kummer’s summation theorem when 
a,, = JziL if 1 <i<n- 1, (5.15) 
or 
a,, = JlCEl, if 1 <i<n- 1, (5.16) 
respectively. Furthermore, Theorem 1.44 contains three different U(n) 
generalizations of a q-analog of Dixon’s summation theorem. These are 
obtained when 
a,i= JGEX if 1 <i<n- 1, (5.17) 
a,,,, = Jo, (5.18) 
or 
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c = JL ,/z,,), (5.19) 
respectively. The advantage of (5.17) is that unn and c remain free 
parameters. 
6. A GENERAL q-DIFFERENCE EQUATION FOR [HI"" 
To obtain a q-difference equation for [I?]‘“’ we recall from [29] that the 
function [ W]z’((A) 1 (a) I (b) I (z)) satisfies the q-difference equation given 
by 
THEOREM 6.1. Let [ W]~‘((A)I (a)1 (b)l (z)) be defined as in Definition 
1.20. Then 
i 
a,, “. alk 
[w];;;’ : ; 
Q,,l ... a nk 
b I,n+ I 
b ,,.,I + I 
(l-q)(/-k-U.Zp.q(l P) 
. 
( 
fi (l-A,,,) ’ 
t=p+l > 
alk 
qa, k 
a nk 
b I.!1 + I ... b,,/ 
qb p,n+ 1 ... qb,,, 
b II, n + 1 ‘.. b,,i 
(6.2a) 
(6.2b) 
(6.2~) 
Remark 6.3. It is not hard to see that [ W]~)((A)] (a)] (b)l (z)) in 
(1.21) can be regarded as a function of the parameters q, {a, 1 1 d i d n, 
I dr<k}, and {b,,ll didn, n < r <j}. Furthermore, observe that A ,,, 
becomes (A Is. qSrp - “p), in [ W]zl i, whenever up,. and b,, are replaced by 
qa,,. and qb,,, respectively. Here, 6,, = 1, if r = p, and 0 otherwise. This 
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fact, combined with (1.14), determines what happens to h,, (1 < r, .s < n) on 
the right-hand side of (6.2). 
Making use of (1.14) it is not difficult to show that combining Lemma 
1.22 and Theorem 6.1 yields 
THEOREM 6.4. Let [H]‘“‘[(A)j(u),cj(h)l(z)] he determined hi, 
Dqfinition I. IO und let 
(’ = q “1. (6.5 1 
We then have the q-d$ference equation 
x ,fi, ((1 --a ,,,, q -‘,‘c5”q/(1 -u,,; q -’ (6.7~) 
(6.7d) 
(6.7e) 
( qb”p a>,, . h,,,;n- I), (4”’ ” (qi+(i’p~~6”p.h,,,)), (q’“.b,,,j) 
14- 
,n, -II . (q ! + A,, h,p.h,,;)), (b,,,,), (q (“r-ll).(q-‘+hn,,.b,,,;j)) 
(6.7f) 
Remark 6.8. Theorem 5.38 of [29] provides a generalization of 
Theorem 6.1 in which 
(6.9 1 
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is replaced by 
Fm( ) Yi 9 ; 1 urs, ; 9 bj-,t,+s 7 )‘qnmc”“‘, (6.10) 
for suitable F, and g,. When this result is combined with Lemma 1.22, we 
obtain the corresponding generalization of Theorem 6.4. 
7. LIMITING CASE AS q + 1 OF MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we write down the limiting case as q + 1 of several main 
results in this paper. 
To this end, observe that 
lim (1 -q’)/(l-4)=x. 
o+l 
(7.1) 
That is, the q-analog of x is (1 - q.‘;)/( 1 - q). As an application of (7.1) we 
have 
lim (q),/( 1 - q)’ = I!, 
4-l 
(7.2) 
and 
lim (qAh/(l -q)‘= [AI,, 
y-1 
(7.3) 
where, in this section only, we use [A], to denote the product 
[A],=A(A + 1)...(‘4+/- 1). 
We also have 
(7.4) 
lim (-4 )A% = C~MW,. (7.5) 
v-1 
If x is an indeterminate and m is a nonnegative integer it is customary to 
write the q-analog of (x + m) in the form 
(l-q.Y+m)/(l-q)=(l-qY.qm)/(l-q) (7.6a) 
and then replace qJ by x to obtain 
(1 - xq”‘)/( 1 - q). (7.6b) 
All our formulas in Sections 1 6 have been written as in (7.6b). Thus, 
before letting q + 1 in (7.6b) we replace s by q’. 
We will also need the q-gamma function defined by 
14) 7. 
I’&) = (y’), -. (1 -4)’ -.y 
It can be shown [S] that 
lim T,(?c) = T(X), 
q - I 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
where T(x) is the classical gamma function. 
We start by letting q -+ 1 in Definition 1 .lO to obtain 
DEFINITION 7.9 (Hypergeometric series very well-poised in U(n)). We 
(7.1 la) 
(7.1 lb) 
x 
CC= 1 II72 CaJ,,)~ CX=,,+ I Cl -hJ,,,+ ..- +A 
N-IL 1 L-1 -%,I(.,., -I- -.. +.I.&)). CrIL,,, , lx: C~rJv,) 1 (7.1 lc) 
1 ( 
,I ~ 1 
x (-l)(./+W~l+ ... +1’,,-l). n (zi/z,,).L’, ) 
i= I >i 
(7.1 Id) 
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to be oery well-poised in U(n) if [A], is given by (7.4), [b,,],,#O, Ai,#O, 
n>2, and 
.i > n (7.12a) 
Air-A,s=A,r, for s < Y, (7.12b) 
air-a,,,=A;,s, for i<s, (7.12~) 
b,, - b,, = A,,, for i<s, (7.12d) 
bji= 1, if 1 <i<n. (7.12e) 
We will call c and the a’s numerator parameters and the b’s denominator 
parameters. 
It follows from (7.12d)-(7.12e) that 
I 
1 +A,,, if r<s, (7.13a) 
b,, = 1 -A.,,, if s < r, (7.13b) 
1, if r=s (7.13c) 
provided that 1 6 r, s < n. 
We denote the series in (7.10) by the notation 
(7.13d) 
ff’“‘C(A 1 I(a), c I (b) I (z)l. (7.14) 
The very well-poised ,F,, series corresponds to a well-poised m ~ ,F,, , 
series in the same way that #“‘[(A) 1 (a), cl (b)l (z)] is related to the 
II -+ (II - 1) case of the multiple series 
F”?(A) l(a) I (b) I +)I (7.15) 
determined by 
f”“‘( (A) I (~1 I (6) I (2)) 
=m;o; ~~‘((A)I(a)I(h)l(z)), 
where W~~((A)I (u)l(b)l(z)) is given by 
(7.16) 
DEFINITION 7.17 (Hypergeometric series well-poised in XI(n)). We 
define 
E m ! c i n (~4,,+Y,-Y,MA;!) J’, + i-J’,, = In 1 <i</G-,Z ). ( iI ii hjll,) i=I I=1 ,, 3 0 
(7.18b) 
to be well-poised iu SU(n) if m is a nonnegative integer, [A], is given by 
(7.4), [h,,],, #O, ;4,,# 0, rz 3 2, and the arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the 
conditions in (7.12). The a’s are numerator parameters and the h’s 
denominator parameters. 
Just as in Section 1 the H’“’ and IV:;) series are related by 
LEMMA 7.19. Let m he a nonnegutiv~ ipltegu and 
c= -m. (7.20) 
We then have the identity 
pJ 
/ 
(A,,) (a,; k) (Ln- 11, (m+hA @,,;A z1 
(m + A,,) { -rn -t a,,,; k) (-m + h,,), (b,,), (-m + bni;j) I z,, 
(7.21) 
{( 
fi [-mta,,,], 
-I 
! !. . fi H 
N- 1 
= C-m+b,,lm * n Cl+AirIlm 
,= I i=11+1 i= I i 
xl (7.22a) 
(A r., 1 tars; k) (b,.~;n-l),(m+bi~),(b,;i) zl 
x WZ’ I 
(nZ+Ain) 9 i-fll+u,,;k) (-m+h,,),(b,,),(-m+b,j;j) Z,, 
(7.22b) 
where H(“) and Wk) are defined by (7.1 I ) and (7.18), respectively. 
-@I; w-‘1 (7.25a) 
r/n-l 
x l( n (Ain+(Yi+(Yl+ ... +.Yn-I )))/(A,) i&l )I (7.25b) 
r ,n- I -I 
x 1 I-mlc,.,+...,.n-,,. t n Cl +m+A, ,, 
(7.2%) 
i= I 1.1  
X 
K 
, c,_!! ,,-, (A,., +Y,-Y.J(A,,))] (7.25d) 
. . 
-’ X ,<r<F<,,_, (L-1 +AJ,;Cl -Arsl,.J 
. . i 
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By means of Lemma 7.19, known summation theorems for WE) are 
transformed into new summation theorems for H’“‘. Alternatively, we let 
q + 1 in Theorems 1.31 and 1.38 to obtain 
THEOREM 7.23 (First U(n) generalization of the terminating 5F4 sum- 
mation theorem). Let m he a nonnegative integer and c = -m. We then have 
(7.24) 
x ( n (~~r.~lJ~srlJ)] (7.25e) 
I <t-<.,<H I 
x[(‘:E: [ai,lLs,).(~~~ C1+Atn-aiilc,,+.- +p, ,j)p’] (7.25f) 
L 
n-l 
x [l+A,,-b I,n+l (y,+ “‘+J,,-,)’ ] ,rJ Cbi,tf +I I&., 3 (7.W 
where the arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the conditions in 7.12. 
and 
THEOREM 7.26 (Second U(n) generalization of the terminating 5F4 sum- 
mation theorem). Let m be a nonnegative integer and c = -m. We then have 
(7.27) 
[l-Call+ ... +unn)lm. nfj’ [l+zi-z,lnl 
Cl - %nlm ;=I [l +Zi-Z,-ajilm 
= 
= I[( 
n-1 
.v, ..... V” , 2 0 
iv, czi--z,l~,,+ “‘+Y”ml) ).[fi: (Y,)!)~‘] (7.28a) 
x IT-mlo,+ .’ i-.c,, ,I. 
i i 
“fll [l +m+ (Z.-Z.)] -I i l’i 
I=1 ) 1 
4 n ((zr - z.v) fyi- -Y,)/k - q) 11 
X 
K 
n ([I +z,-z ., I.,.,) ~’ 
I <r<.\<,r I > 1 
X 
K 
n (b.Y, + z, - Z.J”,l% + =, - zrl.,.J 
I <r<.r<H I >I 
‘[(‘:fJ: lI’iil.L’i)‘(‘~$~ [1+~j-z,,-~j.7,,“,---+~,,~,,)~‘] 
II .- I 
x 
K 
JJ C%rt + zi-z, 
i- I 
l.v,) cc 1 - %21(.,, + +.v,. J’ 
Ii 
> 
where (z, ,..., z,, } we indeterminants such that 
A..= (z,-z,) if 1 <r<s<n. 
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I 
x ‘h W-;,,)+(4’,+(1.,+ ..’ +J’,,- ,)))/(zi-z ) n 
i= f 
(7.28b) 
(7.28~) 
(7 28d) 
(7.28e) 
(7.28f) 
(7.28~~) 
(7.28h) 
(7.29) 
and the corresponding arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the conditions in 
(7.12). 
Next, recalling (7.1 t(7.8) it is not difficult to show that the limiting case 
as q + 1 of Theorem 1.44 is 
THEOREM 7.30 (U(n) generalization OJ the nonterminating 5F4 summation 
theorem). Let 
Real Part of (a,, + a22 + . . . + a,,,! + c) < 1. (7.31) 
Then, 
(7.32a) 
x jF, f(l+z--z )f(l +z--z ( 
“+’ f(l +zj-z,,-aa,,)f(l +zi-z,,-cc) 
I ,I r n - a,, - 4 11 
(7.32b) 
= ic( 
n ~ 1 
rJ cz,--2121 
-1’1..- rl’,, , a 0 i= 1 
~.~,~...~~~..,,>-('~~ w-'1 (7.33a) 
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(7.33b) 
(7.33c) 
(7.33d) 
(7.33e) 
(7.33f) 
ii 
,, ~ I 
x ,;, lI%7+z,- ~,,l+u -%,,l~.I.,+ I + I’n- II )- II 
I (7.33h) 
where {z, ,..., z,,} are indeterminants such that (7.29) holds, the corresponding 
arrays (A), (a), and (b) satisfy the condifions in (7.12) and each term in 
(7.33) is well defined. 
Remark 7.34. Theorem 7.30 contains three different U(n) generaliza- 
tions of Dixon’s summation theorem. These occur when 
or 
respectively. 
a, = f(Zi - Z,!), if 1 <i<n-1, (7.35) 
a nn = i (z,, - z,, ~ I )? (7.36) 
c = gz,, .~ ] -z,,), (7.37) 
Remark 7.38. Consider the special cases of Theorems 4.10 and 5.9 
determined by (5.15) and (5.16) respectively. When q + 1, they yield U(n) 
generalizations of Kummer’s summation theorem. 
We conclude this section by stating the limiting case as q + 1 of 
Theorem 6.4. We have 
THEOREM 7.39. Lef H’“‘[(A) 1 (a), c) (6)) (z)] be determined by 
Definition 7.9 and let 
c= -m. (7.40) 
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(A,.,) (a,,; k) (h,,; t1- 11, (tt1 -t-h,,,), lb ,;i  H’“’ 
(m +A,,,) ( -m + N,,,; k) (-m + h,,,), (h ,,,), ( -m +h,,,;j) 
x i fi Wm+A,,,) ’ ! 1 
(7.42a) 
‘=/I+ I 
x 
r 
,Ij, (( -mdpr, + a,.,)/( - 1 - (m - 1) apt, +..,,I)] 
x 
i 
fr (C-1 -(m- l)s,,,+h,,,)/(-m6,,+h,,)) 1 r=,,+ I 
x ‘YF, (Cl +A,..1.,/I2+s,,-6.,,+~,,~1,,,,~~,,)~} 
L ’ 
(A,., + a,, - &5/J 
(Cm- 1)+(1 +firp-6,1p+A,,,)) 
(7.42b) 
(7.42~) 
(7.42d) 
(-(m-1)+(-1 +fi,l,,+u,,,));k) 
(6, - ii.,, + b,, ; n - I), ((m - I ) + (1 + b,p - drrp + h,,)), 
(6, + b,, ;A ZI 
( -(m ~ 1) + ( - 1 + d,,p - h,, + b,zi)), (h,,,,), 
C-k - 1) + ( - 1 + d,, + h,,,);A 4 
z,, 
(7.42e) 
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